Chapter 5 - Survey Data

The survey data is at the center of the Horizontal XSection Log software, and understanding how it is employed by the
program will make your use of this software easier and more productive. This chapter goes into detail about the how to
enter, edit, import and export survey data, and the importance of the survey data to the program.

Glossary of Terms and abbreviations:

MD - Measured Depth.
INC - Inclination of the survey tool where 0° is vertical and 90° is horizontal.
AZ - Azimuth of the survey tool corrected for magnetic declination (0° - 360°).
TVD (KBTVD) - True Vertical Depth is the vertical distance from the KB to the survey tool – also known as KBTVD.
VS - Vertical Section is the horizontal distance from the well location to the survey tool projected to a vertical plane that
is the azimuth from the well location to the "planned" final target location.
NS - North/South, also known as Northings, is the map-view north/south coordinate for the survey tool. Positive
numbers denote a coordinate north of the well location while negative numbers denote a southern location.
EW - East/West, also known as Eastings, this is the map-view East/West coordinate for the survey too. Positive numbers
denotes a coordinate east of the well position, while negative numbers denote a western location.
DLS - Doglegs is the degree of curvature measured in degrees per 100'
MD, INC and AZ, are measured by the down-hole survey tools (by the MWD personnel) and conveyed to the Directional
Driller. TVD, VS, NS, EW and DLS are derived survey values. The dominate method of calculating the derived survey
values is the Minimum Curvature method, and is the algorithm used by this software.

The Tie-In Value

The tie-in value is the start point for any curve that will be represented in the Horizontal XSection software, and is the
survey from which all subsequent surveys are derived from. The tie-in value can be any survey, but must include the MD,
INC, AZ, TVD, VS, NS, EW, DLS, as well as the azimuth from the well location to the final target location. This value is
often known as the "Direction" or the "Vertical Section along azimuth" value. Without a correct "Direction", the
software will not be able to accurately calculate the Vertical Section.
Note: that the tie-in value need not be the same tie-in value that the directional driller (DD) employs. Since, often time
the Geologist will not be concerned with the up-hole portion of the well, any survey can be used as a starting point.

To enter the tie-in value click on the menu item Data Entry/Editors->Survey Data Editors-> and the survey lateral to edit.

This will open the "Survey Data Sheet" window for the particular lateral chosen. Click on the "Edit / Add Tie-In Survey"
button to open the "Add/Edit Tie-In" editor. Enter your tie-in survey data, as shown below.

Adding, Editing and Deleting Survey Data
Once the tie-in survey is entered, new surveys are entered through the "Add New Survey" window(see below). Click the
"Add Survey" button to open the "Add New Survey" window. Note that the "Add New Survey" window only asks for the
Measured Depth, Inclination and Azimuth data. The program will compute the derived survey values(TVD, VS, NS, EW
and DLS) and add the new data to the "Survey Data Sheet" window.

To edit or delete a survey, just select the particular survey and click
either the "Delete" or the "Edit" buttons. Slide data is entered on the
right side of the Survey Data Sheet and is self-explanatory.
To quickly enter survey data using the above displayed "Add New
Survey" dialog window, use the "Tab" key to quickly move from field
to field and press the "Enter" key (same as clicking the "Done"
button) to enter and close the window; click the "Enter" key again to
open the "Add New Survey" window for the next survey entry.

Importing and Exporting Survey Data

Because it is often easier and faster to enter data in an Excel
spreadsheet and then import the data into the Survey Data Sheets,
the Horizontal XSection Log allows survey data to be imported and
exported.

Use the "Import Survey Data (*.csv)" and the "Export Survey Data
(*.csv)" buttons to import and export survey data, respectively.
However, the data must be formatted in a particular manner, and saved as a comma separated values file, also known as
comma delimited text files(*.csv), in order for the progam to be able to load the file. The simplist manner in which to
create a template is to use the "Export Survey Data" button to create a CSV file. This file can than be opened by
Microsoft Excel, edited, saved, and then imported back into the Survey Data Sheet of the particular lateral in question.
To create a template, choose one of the empty laterals and open the "Survey Data Sheet " as shown above. Enter a tie-in
value and click on the "Export Survey Data" button to create a CSV(*.csv) file. This file can then be opened in excel as
shown below. If you double click a *.csv file, excel should automatically open. From within Microsoft Excel choose "Text
Files" to display files of type comma delimited (*.csv).

The format of a template CSV file is simple:

CELL A1 has the direction data,
ROW TWO is used as a header for the survey columns,
ROW THREE holds the tie-in value and,
ROWS FOUR onward are used for the survey
parameter MD, INC and AZ.

The below example shows an Excel file that is ready to
be imported with some survey data added in rows 4 7. Make sure you choose CSV(Comma Delimited)
when saving the file, and make sure you close the file
before trying to import it into the Horizontal XSection
software. Then simply open the Survey Data Sheet window for the appropriate lateral and import the file. The other
survey fields (COLUMNS D - H) in rows 4+ are ignored when imported into the Survey Data Sheet window. Horizontal
XSection will recalculate these values when the surveys are imported.
Note, when surveys are imported into a Survey Data Sheet, all preexisting surveys, including the tie-in value, will be
deleted. However, previously entered slide data is not be altered.

As noted above, survey data is exported as a comma
delimited text file (*.csv). The exported data
includes all the derived survey values (TVD, VS, NS,
EW, and DLS).

Matching the Directional Drillers
Values

Though there are other methods for computation of
the derived survey values, the most common
method on horizontal wells is the minimum
curvature methodi. As long as the directional
company is using this method, the values derived
from the Horizontal XSection software will match
the values from the directional driller. At times
rounding differences will result in values that differ by a few hundredths. If values differ by more than a few hundredths,
examine your MD, INC, and AZ as well as the tie-in survey for date entry errors. Also remember that sometimes DD and
MWD hands make mistakes too (though they may deny it)ii.

I (Peter Falk) have personally worked as the well-site geologist on dozens of horizontal wells using four different directional
companies and never seen another method employed.
i

It is a good idea to check your numbers with the Directional Driller numbers every few surveys to make positive your numbers
match. Nine times out of ten any discrepancies will be a simple typographical data entry error. It is usually easy to find the error by
working backwards to where the derived survey values go from not matching to matching.
ii

